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Troubleshooting Guide

EFFICIENT BY DESIGN

TROUBLESHOOTING
This is designed to provide assistance for resolving problems
associated with a liquid overfeed or transfer pump application.
The trouble shooting guide is divided into two sections to include:
(1) Operational, and (2) Mechanical.
(1) OPERATIONAL
Cavitation, recirculation and vapor entrainment generate the most common operational problems. Unfortunately,
the most common operational problems are many times interrelated, misinterpreted or difficult to isolate. As a
result, the troubleshooter guidelines employ a hierarchical method of evaluation. The hierarchical method provides
the troubleshooter a logical means of evaluation through a process of elimination. Potential operational problems
should be evaluated in the following order:
• CAVITATION
• RECIRCULATION
• VAPOR ENTRAINMENT

CAVITATION: When too much
flow is demanded of the liquid
overfeed or transfer pump
cavitation will result. Cavitation
is a result of inadequate Net
Positive Suction Head Available
(NPSHA), and occurs when
the Net Positive Suction Head
Required (NPSHR) is greater
than NPSHA. The typical
consequence of cavitation is a
noticeable erosion of the pump
differential pressure. When the
noticeable erosion of the pump
discharge pressure occurs, it
will be necessary to quickly start
closing the pump discharge stop
value and observe the behavior
of the pump. If the pump is
suffering from cavitation due
to an excessive flow rate, the
closing of the stop valve will
bring about immediate recovery.

RECIRCULATION: Recirculation
is a phenomenon common to all
centrifugal pumps when operated
at a low capacity. Refrigerant
pump capacity characteristics are
unique to each type of pump within
Cornell’s refrigeration product
group. At one half to one third of the
best efficiency point, a secondary
flow begins within the impeller
whereby the fluid actually reverses
direction and exits the eye and/or
enters the discharge. This results
in turbulence and small vortices.
The high velocity at the core of the
vortices results in low pressure,
often below the vapor pressure of
the fluid, and cavitation may ensue.
As previously mentioned, if the
pump is suffering from cavitation
due to an excessive flow rate, the
closing of the discharge stop value
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will bring about immediate recovery.
However, if the operational problem
is due to recirculation, the pump
will stumble even more quickly. If
the pump begins to stumble even
more quickly, the operator should
reopen the stop valve and establish
a minimum flow requirement via
the bypass line. The minimum flow
requirement for a given refrigeration
pump can be established by the
following procedure: (1) fully open
the bypass line valve, (2) Close the
discharge stop valve, (3) Slowly close
the bypass line valve until the pump
discharge pressure starts to become
unstable as indicated by “bouncing”
of the pressure gauge needle, and
(4) Open the bypass line valve until
the gauge stabilizes.

TROUBLESHOOTING
VAPOR ENTRAINMENT: The phrase
“vapor entrainment” implies that the
vapor is carried into the pump from
an external source. This is distinct
from cavitation where the vapor is
actually generated within the pump.
Vapor entrainment is traditionally
misinterpreted as cavitation.
However, similar to cavitation, vapor
entrainment may actually result in
an auditory signal or diminish the
amp draw by the motor. Moreover,
vapor entrainment typically restricts
the flow of the pumpage through
the eye of the impeller to the point
that coils may not be adequately fed.
When vapor entrainment restricts
the flow of the pumpage through
the eye of the impeller, inclusion of
a bypass line will not resolve this
operational problem. However,
if the pump is connected to an
adequately sized and adjusted
bypass line and/or there are system
loads on line then recirculation
can likely be ruled out. Vessel and
piping design are always involved
no matter what is deemed to be the
greatest contributing factor.
Horizontal vessels always have less
submergence available to separate
the surface boiling from the mouth
of the drop leg. Simple vortexing
is not often a problem anymore
as most vessel manufacturers
have learned to include crossed

plate vortex eliminators or similar
devices in the mouth of the drop leg.
However, vapor entrainment due
simply to the proximity of the boiling
layer to the mouth will still occur if
the submergence is less than about
18 inches. If any pressure drop
in the vessel is quicker than 1 psi/
min, boiling will occur about 3 feet
below the liquid surface, and then
obviously 18 inches of submergence
will not prevent vapor from entering
the drop leg. In a vertical vessel it
would be unusual if there were not
more than 3 feet of submergence.
However, if the drop leg is properly
sized, then the full liquid height from
the operating level to the pump level
can be used to protect against vapor
entrainment rather than just the
submergence above the mouth of
the drop leg.
Vapor entrainment problems are
also directly related to the rate of
pressure drop during any transient
in the vessel. This leads to the
discussion of false loads. The key
to avoiding vapor entrainment
in a vessel is to keep the rate of
pressure drop as low as possible
during any pressure reduction.
Pressure reductions occur when a
system is started up from ambientthe temperature and pressure
must be brought down to their
design values before they stabilize.
Pressure reductions also occur when
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something upsets the system, such
as increased refrigeration demand
caused by a new batch of warm
product being brought to a freezer
or increased shipping and receiving
activity which allows more warm air
into the refrigerated space.
Another source of false load occurs
as a result of hot gas defrosting
practices. During hot gas defrost
of an evaporator the liquid supply
solenoid to that evaporator closes,
the defrost regulator on the
evaporator outlet closes, and a hot
gas supply solenoid opens. Hot
gas from the high side enters the
evaporator and warms the coils.
After a while the pressure inside the
evaporator builds high enough that
the defrost regulator opens, and
now hot gas starts blowing down the
wet return line to the LPR.
In addition to the aforementioned
recommendations, there are a
variety of piping considerations
designed to minimize the effects of
vapor entrainment. In particular, the
bypass line, pump leg line velocities,
suction vent line, and volute line.

TROUBLESHOOTING
(2) MECHANICAL
An eventual consequence of operational problems can be mechanical failure. The following fault matrix highlights
the most common mechanical failures and associated modes of failure:
MECHANICAL PROBLEM

REMARK

CORRECTIVE ACTION

Loss of prime at start-up

Volute vent line feeds to another line
instead of directly into the receiver

Volute vent piping should be directly
into the separator above the
maximum liquid level

Vent line closed

Open volute vent line

Pump started before completely
filled with liquid or before cooled
down

Follow the “start-up instructions”
carefully and allow ample time for
system to balance and pump to cool
down

Pump started with discharge valve
fully open

Throttle discharge valve at start up
to almost shut-off and open it very
gradually

Cavitation

Cavitation due to an excessive flow
rate, the closing of the stop valve
will bring about immediate recoveryadjust the hand expansion valves
as necessary to bring the flowrate
within NPSHA limitations

Recirculation

Utilize a bypass line to ensure
minimum flow requirement

Vapor entrainment

Evaluate false load condition

Loss of prime during operation

Reduce rate of temperature draw
down in receiver by the compressors
Raise liquid level in receiver
Motor overloading new installation

Motor overloading existing
installation

Incorrect rotation

Ensure proper rotation

Incorrect pump selection

Review performance conditions and
consult factory

Incorrect hand expansion valve
setting

Adjust the hand expansion valves
as necessary to bring the flowrate
within NPSHA limitations

Oil indigestion from system

Check amperage and voltage,
compare with normal power,
oil ingestion will increase power
requirement and potential to
overload the motor
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TROUBLESHOOTING
for technical support for liquid overfeed or transfer pump applications, contact the
Refrigeration Market Group at PH 503.653.0330, FX 503.653.0338 or Cornell’s Web Site.

MECHANICAL PROBLEM

REMARK

CORRECTIVE ACTION

External seal (characteristics) leak

Failure of outboard mechanical seal
assembly

Mechanical seal replacement
required with a Cornell mechanical
seal replacement kit

Internal seal leak

Failure of inboard mechanical seal
assembly

Replace mechanical seal with a
Cornell mechanical seal replacement
kit
Characterized by high oil
consumption but no visible oil leak

Please note: a seal replacement video is available from Cornell Pump Company and at
http://www.cornellpump.com/support/videos.html

VAPOR ENTRAINMENT - in DEPTH
Centrifugal pumps for refrigerant
recirculation in liquid overfeed
systems are very simple devices, as
they employ essentially one moving
part. Consequently, problems
from the pump’s perspective (to
anthropomorphize a piece of
iron) are also simple. When too
much flow is demanded of the
pump by the system, cavitation
will result. Conversely, insufficient
flow through the pump may result
in heating and boiling of the
pumpage or in cavitation due to
“recirculation”. These are indicative
of an improperly sized pump or an
improperly adjusted system. A third
simple characteristic of centrifugal
pumps is that while they are very
efficient liquid movers, they do a
very poor job of pumping gasses or
multi-phase fluids. Vapor entrained
in the liquid stream to the pump
suction in large enough volume
does not simply pass through the
pump. A popular analogy is that of

transporting helium filled balloons
in your car. When you accelerate
away from a stop, the balloons
actually move forward toward the
windshield. This is because the
air surrounding the balloons is
heavier than the helium; when you
accelerate, the heavier air is forced
toward the back of the car and
displaces the lighter helium forward.
In a similar fashion, the heavier
liquid component of the pumpage is
thrown outward by the centripetal
action of the rotating impeller, and
the lighter vapor is “centrifuged”
toward the center of rotation. This
creates a vapor blockage at the eye
of the impeller which reduces or
prevents the passage of the liquidthe pump is “vapor bound.” The
phrase “vapor entrainment” implies
that the vapor is carried into the
pump from an external source. This
is as distinct from cavitation where
the vapor is actually generated
within the pump. However, where
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the vapor content is not sufficient
to stop the flow through the pump,
it may actually result in noise which
sounds exactly like cavitation.
Nevertheless, it is not directly
related to or affected by the pump’s
Net Positive Suction Head Required
(NPSHR) or the system’s Net Positive
Suction Head Available (NPSHA).
How do you tell the difference?
Diagnosis begins with an evaluation
of how likely vapor is to be the
problem.
A horizontal vessel is far more likely
to contribute to vapor problems
than a vertical. The distance
between the operating level and
outlet of the vessel (the mouth of
the drop leg) is always smaller with
a horizontal vessel. This lack of
submergence means that the pump
suction line is closer to the vapor
phase in the vessel so that vortexing
is more likely. More importantly,
the pump suction is closer to any

TROUBLESHOOTING
VAPOR ENTRAINMENT CONT.
surface boiling that occurs, and this
increases the likelihood that vapor
will be drawn into the suction line.

problem but not what its cause
is. Unfortunately, the causes are
numerous and often interrelated.

Where process loads predominate
vs. cold storage loads, there are
going to be more load variations and
resulting pressure transients in the
vessel. The “instabilities” will result
in more boiling within the vessel and
simply increase the likelihood that
the pump will ingest vapor.

Vessel and piping design is always
involved no matter what is deemed
to be the greatest contributing
factor. As previously mentioned,
horizontal vessels always have less
submergence available to separate
the surface boiling from the mouth
of the drop leg. Simple vortexing
is not often a problem anymore
as most vessel manufacturers
have learned to include crossed
plate vortex eliminators or similar
devices in the mouth of the drop leg.
However, vapor entrainment due
simply to the proximity of the boiling
layer to the mouth will still occur if
the submergence is less than about
18 inches. If any pressure drop in
the vessel is quicker than about 1
psi/min, boiling will occur about
3 feet below the liquid surface,
and then obviously 18 inches of
submergence will not prevent vapor
from entering the drop leg. In a
vertical vessel it would be unusual
if there were not more than 3 feet
of submergence. However, if the
drop leg is properly sized, then the
full liquid height from the operating
level to the pump level can be used
to protect against vapor entrainment
rather than just the submergence
above the mouth of the drop leg.
If the drop leg is sized for a liquid
velocity of about 25 ft. /min., the
bubbles will rise at a rate faster
than the downward liquid velocity.
In many cases a drop leg of larger
diameter than the pump suction size
is not used; rather, the pump suction
pipe is simply connected directly
to the vessel, and the horizontal to
vertical transition is made with a
long radius elbow. In such designs,
the likelihood of vapor entrainment
is greatly increased by the higher
velocity in the smaller diameter line.
Often the drop or pump leg is made

The preceding two system design/
application characteristics
individually or in unison make vapor
entrainment a very likely cause of
problems, and there are simple
methods available to verify this. At
the onset of a vapor entrainment
event, the pump discharge pressure
will begin to fall off very noticeably.
When this begins to occur, it will be
necessary to quickly start closing
the pump discharge stop valve
and observe the behavior of the
pump. If the pump is suffering
from cavitation due to too high a
flow rate, the closing down of the
stop valve will bring about almost
immediate recovery. However,
if the problem is due to vapor
entrainment, the pump will stumble
even more quickly and will likely lose
prime. This is because the liquid
velocities inside the pump impeller
become inadequate to sweep vapor
through, and more of the vapor
becomes “stuck” in the impeller eye.
Pump performance that is faltering
due to low flow recirculation will
also worsen as the stop valve is
closed down. However, if the pump
is connected to an adequately sized
and adjusted bypass line and/or
there are system loads on line (not
all liquid solenoids closed), then
recirculation is so unlikely as to be
relegated to the end of the check list.
This simple test using the discharge
stop valve will most likely reveal
whether or not there is a vapor
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reentrant to the vessel projecting
through the vessel wall rather than
flush with it. This is done to prevent
oil entrance to the pump. However,
if the projection is made too long
some of the submergence is lost.
Along with the vessel design, all but
a few vapor entrainment problems
are also directly related to the
rate of pressure drop during any
transient in the vessel. This leads
to the discussion of false loads. The
key to avoiding vapor entrainment
in a vessel is to keep the rate of
pressure drop as low as possible
during any pressure reduction.
Pressure reductions occur when a
system is started up from ambientthe temperature and pressure
must be brought down to their
design values before they stabilize.
Pressure reductions also occur
when something upsets the system,
such as an increased refrigeration
demand caused by a new batch of
warm product being brought to a
freezer or increased shipping and
receiving activity which allows more
warm air into the refrigerated space.
A false load is not directly related to
an actual increase in refrigeration
required but is due to the way the
system functions. For example,
when the liquid level in the LPR
drops and the float switch causes
the makeup solenoid to open,
high pressure, high temperature
refrigerant flashes into the LPR.
This make-up refrigerant is as much
as 30% vapor by weight, and this
vapor is simply flash gas, it is not
the result of any refrigeration load.
In order to maintain the pressure
in the LPR at saturation pressure
the compressor(s) will load up to
a higher percentage of capacity in
order to remove the excess gas from
the receiver. When the LPR liquid
level is restored the float switch will
close the solenoid, and the flash gas
supply will be instantly removed.

TROUBLESHOOTING
VAPOR ENTRAINMENT CONT.

Volute Vent Line

However, the compressor cannot
unload instantly, so it will continue to
operate for a time, fully loaded but
drawing on a reduced gas supply. As
a result the LPR pressure will drop
until the compressor can unload. If
this pressure drop is greater than
about 1 psi/minute the liquid in the
LPR will boil about 3 feet below the
liquid surface, the pump will draw in
the vapor and will lose prime until
the vapor blockage “burps” through.

During initial flooding of a liquid overfeed pump, refrigerant will
absorb heat from the pump casing and boil off. The gas will collect
at the high point of the volute and must be vented off before startup.
In addition, the volute vent line provides a discharge avenue for the
refrigerant during the pump draining. The volute vent line should not
be tied into the bypass or suction vent line.

Another source of false load occurs
as a result of hot gas defrosting
practices. During hot gas defrost
of an evaporator the liquid supply
solenoid to that evaporator closes,
the defrost regulator on the
evaporator outlet closes, and a hot
gas supply solenoid opens. Hot
gas from the high side enters the
evaporator and warms the coils.
After a while the pressure inside
the evaporator builds high enough
that the defrost regulator opens,
and now hot gas starts blowing
down the wet return line to the LPR.
This, again, is a false load, and the
compressors respond just as with
the make-up cycle. Sometimes there
are ways to control false loads more
closely, and sometimes compressors
can be loaded more slowly, but
false loading is a common source
of pump grief. This grief is more
from the standpoint of the operator
than from the pump, because our
pump will run vapor locked without
a problem. If the vapor lock lasts
too long, though, then the plant
begins to have trouble maintaining
temperature.
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STANDARD SPECIFICATIONS
• Models Available - 4NNT, 6NNT, 8NNT, etc.
• Discharge Sizes Available - 4 to 8 inch
• Standard Construction - Cast Iron, Class 30
• Optional Construction - 316SS, CD4MCU, Ductile Iron
• Permco hydraulic drive

the ImmersIble motor concept:
Immersible motors are designed to be used in dry-pit applications where there is
a possibility of flooding. Why take a submersible motor that was designed to run
submerged 100% of the time and modify it to run in air 99% (or most of the time) and
submerged 1% of the time (in case of a flood)? This seems backwards. The correct
approach is to take a TEFC motor that is designed to run in air 100% of the time and
adapt it to run submerged 1% of the time (in case of a flood).

FEATURES BENEFITS
• Various adaptor plates available for hydraulic motor fit
• Heavy duty shaft / bearing frame assembly
• Heavy duty “wet end” construction
• Manufactured in the United States

ImmersIble motor basIc desIgn:
The basic design of the immersible pump/motor incorporates a premium efficient,
inverter duty, P-Base or C-Face TEBC motor (totally enclosed, blower cooled). The
motor, as the name implies, is totally enclosed and cooled by a blower on top of
the motor. If the motor becomes submerged, the blower motor fan shuts down
without affecting the main motor. While the motor is temporarily submerged,
the media cools the motor just like a true submersible. A special conduit box
is used to prevent water leakage into the motor. The motor is designed to
prevent infiltration of water along the shaft and into the motor by utilizing a
triple redundant sealing system, including a patented hydroseal design. The
motor-end bell housing incorporates the ‘inverted cup’ principle, which traps
an air bubble under the motor as water rises, thus keeping water away from
the shaft seal. The shaft is fitted with a hydroseal, which expells water and
further reduces the chance
of water reaching the shaft
seals.

PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS
• Premium Hydraulic Efficiencies, 76 to 80% BEP
• 3 inch or larger solid handling capability
• Total Dynamic Head: 50 to 360 feet
• Capacity: 200 to 7000 GPM

TYPICAL MARKETS
• General Agriculture, Industrial and Municipal Applications
• Rental Applications
• Mining Applications
• Flood Control Applications
• Construction / Dewatering Applications
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The Immersible motor
can withstand up to 30
feet of submergence depth
for a two-week period. This
exceeds the requirements
of Immersible motors that
is described in the industry
standard “Index of Protection”
IP67. Competitive designs only
allow immersion of the motor for a
period of time not exceeding 30 minutes
at a submergence level of 3 ‘. Hardly
enough time to deal with any kind of flooding
emergency!
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wARRANTY
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Cycloseal®, and Redi-Prime® are Registered Trademarks of Cornell Pump Company.
Cornell pumps and products are the subject of one or more of the following U.S. and Foreign patents: 3,207,485;
3,282,226; 3,295,456; 3,301,191; 3,630,637; 3,663,117; 3,743,437; 4,335,886; 4,523,900; 5,489,187; 5,591,001;
6,074,554; 6,036,434; 6,079,958; 6,309,169; 2,320,742; 96/8140; 319,837; 918,534; 1,224,969; 2,232,735; 701,979 and
are the subject of pending U.S. and Foreign Patent Applications.
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